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 ” After the activation is done you have to download the.iso file for download to the ISO folder of your drive from the
Microsoft site. Now you have to copy the VL.ISO to the ISO folder using Windows’ file copying system. The first step is to
locate the VL.ISO file. When you go to the Microsoft download site you will notice several download buttons for different

Office installations. For your VL.ISO download you will need the “Unified Communications - Desktop” version. In the VL ISO
there is a directory for each version which means you will need to copy the VL.ISO file for each version into the ISO folder of
your VL. So let’s say you downloaded the “Unified Communications - Desktop” version ISO file. You can now copy the file to

your VL ISO folder. So let’s say the file name is VL.ISO, which you want to copy to the ISO folder of your VL. So first you
need to change the VL.ISO file into the.vdi file by using Windows file copying system. Open Windows Explorer and copy the
VL.ISO file into your VL ISO folder. In the VL ISO folder there will be a file named VL.vdi, which you can open with a VDI
software and then you can make the conversion from.vdi to.vmdk. That means your VL.vdi file is now in VL ISO format. It’s
time to go to the next step. Next, you have to download the “Virtual Machine Manager” (VMM) ISO from the Microsoft site.

For that, you will need to click on the “Downloads” button which is located on the top right corner of the page. After the
download is completed click on the “Downloads” tab on the left. Then, on the right side, click on “Virtual Machine Manager”

ISO and choose “Download ISO File.” Then, on the next page, click on the “Download” tab and choose the option of your
choice. For your VL to ISO conversion you will need to download the “Virtual Machine Manager” ISO from the Windows

downloads site and then you have to copy it to your VL.ISO folder. After the ISO is copied to the ISO folder you have to do the
next step. From the Windows 82157476af
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